Flexible, Feasible & Future-Ready

Designing Ambulatory Care Environments that Address the Challenges of the Future

An interactive workshop designed to inspire unique solutions
By invitation only; Attendance limited

You’re Invited to join a small, select group of colleagues as we explore and address, through expert-facilitated conversations, the challenges of designing ambulatory care environments that are future-ready.

The Center for Health Design is bringing subject matter experts and stakeholders together for this unique, dynamic think tank to share compelling presentations and revealing conversations.

You’ll leave with new knowledge, new connections, and inspired ideas for creating unique and effective solutions in this complex environment.

May 10-11, 2017

Deloitte Greenhouse
28th Floor Chicago Office
111 S. Wacker Drive
Chicago, IL 60606

This is a small-format event with participation limited to ensure a quality experience.

Cost: $895/person
Confirm your attendance to Carolyn Glaser, Vice President for Strategy and Operations at cglaser@healthdesign.org

Hosted by

The Center for Health Design®

Sponsored by

Steelcase®

In Collaboration with

Deloitte
Impact & Breakthrough

The right mix of subject matter experts, high tech and high touch ingredients make this more than a meeting, a workshop or a seminar – it is an experience designed to produce moments of impact and breakthrough.

SELECT EXPERTS FROM

- The Network for Excellence in Health Innovation
- Singularity University
- Deloitte
- HDR
- Kaiser Permanente
- IDEO
- Steelcase Health
- Rendina

THE AGENDA

Begins at 7:30am on May 10th; ends at 1:00pm on May 11th

- Healthcare Policy and Context
- Exponential Technologies and the Impact on Healthcare Delivery
- The Customer’s Perspective - Human-Centered Design
- Building the Healthcare Delivery System of the Future by Maximizing Capital Investment
- The Importance of Flexible Healthcare Design
- Reimagining the Future of Ambulatory Care - Health Hubs

LEARNING OBJECTIVES

- Identify the complexities of reimagining the future of ambulatory care environments.
- Understand the framework for planning these future environments.
- Receive actionable lessons and resources to implement real change in your facilities.

THE VENUE

The Deloitte Greenhouse is a departure from business as usual, where participants will be immersed into a consciously designed environment that engages participants not only intellectually, but physically and emotionally as well.

Dynamic room configurations, immersive visuals, holistic sensory activation and use of emerging technologies will help reveal new possibilities and the actions required to drive change and produce results.